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MULTISITE HOARDING
Different Thinking

Rethync Multisite steel hoarding is a high quality
reusable in ground system designed primarily
for housebuilders and construction
companies. It can readily be moved from
site to site thereby providing savings
for owners in terms of both cost
and the environment.

Multisite hoarding is 2.4m high as
standard. This can be extended to 3m high
by adding extension arms to the post tops
for the fixing of barbed wire or razor tape
security topping.

Account Management: Repeat customers are allocated their
own key account manager so that you only have one person
to deal with whatever your issue or query – no going round the
departmental houses!

The system infill is of 1m wide panels that
are overlapped within the system framework
so that a continuous run of hoarding of any
length is possible without having posts or
fittings to external view.

Training of Your Installers: If you prefer to use your own
installers or sub-contractors we can provide them with
on site installation training to ensure you get a quality
finished product.

The steel panels are galvanised both
sides and powder coated white on one
side as standard. Other colours can be
provided upon request to enable
corporate colour matching.

Sale and Buy Back: If your need is ‘one off’ in nature
or there is quite a gap between uses then we can
offer a sale and buy back package. Contact us
for further details.

Posts are supplied in galvanised finish
and fittings are galvanised or zinc plated.
Multisite hoarding can accommodate
gently sloping ground without the need
for stepping. It can similarly curve through
gentle changes of direction.

These single leaf gates are 1.1m wide and
are clad in the same steel sheet as the main
fence run. 5 lever locks to BS3621:2007 are
included as standard but fitted digi locks are
available as an optional extra if so required.

Wind Loading Calculations: Multisite is calculated to
withstand windspeeds of up to 50mph in good ground
without the need for backstays. Site specific installation
amendments can be made to increase this resistance
(narrower post spacings, larger foundations, backstays, etc).
Wind loading calculations can be provided to customers via
our proprietary wind loading software.

The customer can choose as many or as few of these services
as are required.

Hoarding

Pedestrian Access Gates

We offer a full range of services in support of your investment in
Multisite hoarding. These include:

Product Life Cycle Management: We offer:
Initial installation
Take down when site is complete
Sort and store between sites
Reinstallation
Overall transport logistics management.

PRODUCT
INFORMATION

Backstays are not required for standard
installations thereby enabling maximum
usable internal compound space.

SUPPORT SERVICES

Vehicle Access Gates
Three main designs of double leaf gate are
available as standard, all are 5.4m wide, mounted
on galvanised gateposts, have drop bolts on each leaf,
and include hasp and staple on both sides so that the
gates can be locked from inside or out:
1.	Standard gates clad in the same steel sheet as the main
hoarding fenceline.

Vision Panels

2.	Standard gates clad fully or partly with welded mesh in lieu of
steel sheeting.

These are made from clear polycarbonate
and can be of any dimension as specified by
the customer. They are fitted flush into the
hoarding line and are often used as a safety
or security feature by improving through
visibility and sight lines.

3.	‘Barn door’ style gates that only open through the top half of the
fenceline. The bottom half is solid hoarding. These gates allow
various types of mechanical plant to access inside the compound
but personnel are kept out.
Security padlocks can be provided as an optional extra
with all of these gate styles.

ABOUT US
Rethync Ltd was formed in 2017 by a group of people with many years
of experience working for others in the fencing and site hoarding industry
but who wanted to challenge ourselves to set a new and higher standard
of service for customers in this market via our own company.
Our company name was chosen with care as our key company
and personal focus is to continually Rethync how our products
are supplied and installed and how our services are provided.

Rethync Ltd. Unit 12, West Moor Park Network Centre
Yorkshire Way, Armthorpe, Doncaster, DN3 3GW

03300 535 898
For more information please email info@rethync.co.uk
or visit: www.rethync.co.uk

